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ABSTRACT 

This research paper will give a basic introduction on the most well-known legitimate issues 

that cryptocurrency financial investors and brokers should know about explicitly, it'll cover 

privacy, taxes, initial coin offerings exchange guidelines, cybercrime and what the future might 

hold.  Now an excessive number of long-lasting investor cryptocurrency law might seem like a 

confusing expression, after all the principal cryptocurrency “Bitcoin” was made by 

Cypherpunks as a method for getting away from the grasp of focal specialists like legislatures 

and banks because of its innovation. Cryptocurrency can be sent in a split second to anybody 

whenever anyplace without requiring a bank or some other outsider kind of go-between to 

facilitate the transaction.  This technology makes it a restriction safe method for sending money 

that is the reason “WikiLeaks” started tolerating Bitcoin after government authorities 

constrained Mastercard organizations to obstruct individuals from making donations. “Silk 

Road” a website that sold unlawful medications acknowledged Bitcoin for a similar reason to 

get around law requirement because of these purposes Bitcoin fostered the standing in the 

media as being just something that criminal use journalists, still habitually compare 

cryptocurrency to the old Wild West, however actually cryptocurrency has become standard in 

the decade since its introduction to the world. A recent report observed that an expected eight 

percent of Americans are as of now investing into at least one the 2,000 or more-

cryptocurrency sold overall on web-based exchanging stages.  

Keywords- Legality of cryptocurrency, Cryptocurrency as future currency and Legal issue in 

digital currency 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cryptocurrency is acknowledged as instalment by big organizations including Microsoft and 

it's been highlighted in storylines on famous TV shows, for example, “The Good Wife” while 

cryptocurrency is still moderately new that implies there aren't no laws overseeing it although 

many issues encompassing cryptocurrency stay hazy or unregulated there are a few practices 

that can cause the typical retail investors. Federal policies adopted in 2017 for example, 

influence charges on cryptocurrency and support in initial coin offerings.  

 

Cryptocurrency:  

What is it? 

According to several academics who have examined cryptocurrencies throughout the world, 

"Cryptocurrency is money for the digital age." It is an online medium of exchange that creates 

networks to carry out financial transactions using cryptographic features. These transactions 

are anonymous and irrevocable since they take place online. 

 

After the global financial crisis of 2008, a group of individuals going by the name of Satoshi 

Nakamoto created bitcoin in the year 2009. The basic goal of cryptocurrencies was to provide 

people the ability to manage their own finances independently of businesses, banks, and the 

government. Digital gold, sometimes referred to as cryptocurrency, is a kind of money that is 

immune to political interference and is expected to appreciate in value over time. These are 

extremely quick and easy methods of payment with an international reach. While these ease 

our daily activities, a downside of cryptocurrencies is their anonymity, which also allows 

people to engage in illegal operations like paying for black markets or any other kind of illegal 

activity. 

In 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto also released a paper titled “Bitcoin - a peer to peer electronic cash 

system”1 in conjunction with the notion of cryptocurrencies. Since then, Bitcoin has become 

the first and most well-known cryptocurrency. As a result, many people have become interested 

in investing in bitcoins and have joined the bandwagon. Many other cryptocurrencies have 

attempted to imitate bitcoin's success in the years thereafter, but they have all failed. The market 

                                                             
1 Noah Berlatsky, Bitcoin (2015). 
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for altcoins has just emerged and does not appear to be slowing down. so making bitcoins more 

competitive. 

More guidelines are logical and that could be something positive or negative contingent upon 

whom you ask so how about we investigate what legal issues the typical investors and internet 

lawyer should be aware of –  

 PRIVACY,  

 TAXES,  

 INITIAL COIN OFFERINGS,  

 

PRIVACY 

• Right off the bat, we should discuss privacy of digital currency exchanges. Security 

online insurance is a key concern these days and is one of computerized monetary standards 

most important characteristics its trades can give more assurance than standard portion 

strategies, for instance, check or Mastercard. 

• It's possible to send and get digital money without giving an explicitly perceiving 

information, yet there are limits to this privacy. Exchange trades are not absolutely secretive 

rather they're pseudo unknown sending and getting digital money resembles forming books 

under a nom de plume. You can save security as long as the pen name associated with your 

certifiable person. 

• If your area is anytime associated with your character, each trade will be associated 

with you in light of the fact that each trade including that address is taken care of everlastingly 

in the blockchain yet for whatever length of time you're mindful of whom you share both your 

character and address with you probably don't have to worry about your trade history being 

revealed in any case. 

• Be that as it may, there is a proviso paying little mind to what security estimates you 

remove it's trying to stash from the public authority likely has the legitimate criminological 

gadgets to reveal your personality accepting at least for a moment that they're stirred to. 

• For instance, the pioneer behind Silk Road was at last gotten and indicted and 

condemned to life. FBI followed his IP address to web bistro and got him in the exhibition of 

marking into the webpage. This reminder shows what can happen accepting you use digital 

currency to take part in criminal activities, for instance, illegal tax avoidance and tax avoidance. 
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TAXES 

• Indeed, you ought to pay taxes to government expert on your cryptographic money 

riches. Unfortunately, the Internal Revenue Service sees digital money as property which 

subjects it to comparable expense rules as other property adventures. Exchanging digital 

currency for cash or exchanging cryptographic money for other digital money and spending 

cryptographic money are available occasions 

•  For instance, it has no effect if you sold your Bitcoin for money or exchange it for one 

more digital currency or used it to buy a cappuccino or Lamborghini. In every one of the three 

cases, the IRS sees perhaps you sold the coins under 2017 taxes change regulations endorsed 

by Congress and the Donald trump (previous American president) organization, exchanging 

one digital money for one more isn't by and large remembered to be a like-kind trade. 

Moreover, expecting you help free digital money through a gift or giveaway, for instance, a 

fork or airdrop that is seen as an available event as well. 

• This can make all things considered an issue expecting that you're a digital money 

casual financial backer, since you ought to report each trade and work out the benefit or 

misfortune at the reason behind each trade, expecting you own a particular digital currency for 

under a year. you need to pay the momentary capital charge at an obligation rate that is 

undefined from your unimportant cost rate. If you hold the cryptographic money for a year or 

more, you meet all necessities for a lower long haul capital increases rate. Be that as it may, 

during this, record-keeping is your commitment. 

• Disciplines and punishments may be steep if you don't earnestly and exactly report your 

property and returns. 

 

INITIAL COIN OFFERINGS (ICO) 

• One more late change to digital money regulations incorporates beginning coin 

contributions. For ICOs, blockchain extends a large part of the time raise resources by offering 

a pre-bargain on their digital money before it hits exchanges yet crypto financial backers are 

truly prohibited from placing assets into these Kickstarter's. 

• As of late the US security is in Exchange Commission or SEC normally believes ICOs 

to be protections, a tradable money related asset which subjects them to more rule unusually 

digital currency isn't seen as a security at the present time. 
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• The RBI's serious stand maybe ascends out of it's for quite a while drawn worries of 

customer insurance, market decency, and tax avoidance versus virtual money (VC), in any 

case, the truth really stays, that various countries have pushed forward from their hidden 

hesitance and proceeded seeing VCs and ICOs yet under a genuine managerial framework. 

• At this point, the climate of managerial weakness towards VCs and thusly ICOs, has 

achieved many giving associations floating their ICOs in new business areas and moving their 

undertakings base to domains which are more open to ICOs. For instance, Mumbai-based 

electronic vehicle rental stage Drivezy, which has purportedly raised $5 million from its most 

essential security-based ICO offering, brought enrolled its parent association in the US to the 

table for the ICO. 

• Drivezy didn't offer its ICO in India and China since it was questionable about 

guidelines regarding cryptographic types of cash in these countries. Going by the most recent 

things showing that VCs and ICOs are delivering a lot of interest, an unambiguous stand of the 

Government of India on the genuineness and authenticity of VCs and ICOs is basic to bring 

clarity and straightforwardness. 

 

THE MAIN KINDS OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

More than 3000 cryptocurrencies exist. Major Cryptocurrencies all run on their own. No 

banking system exists. A peer-to-peer digital payment system is employed, and it uses 

distributed ledger technology (DLT). Blockchain technology is the most well-known and 

widely utilised DLT: 

Bitcoin–The creator of the first cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, is still an enigma; Satoshi Nakamoto 

is still at large. It is the most widely used and dominant cryptocurrency in the world, enabling 

users to send money without the involvement of middlemen like banks. 

Altcoins–Numerous Cryptocurrencies have been developed after the 2008 debut of Bitcoin and 

its open-source code. The leading cryptocurrencies, in order of market capitalization, are 

Ethereum, Ripple, Bitcoin Cash, Litecoin, and ESO.IO. 

Tokens: Tokens require the underlying technology offered by other cryptocurrencies in order 

to function independently. More than 1,496 tokens have been deployed on the 24-

Cryptocurrency network, according to data from CoinMarketCap. 
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CHALLENGES and ISSUES 

The sort of digital currencies isn't freed from a couple of financial issues and security concerns. 

I inspected a couple of assessments and cryptographic cash stages and besides saw some 

computerized money offering conversations to examine challenges and issues that exist in such 

virtual peculiarity. The chief issues and impacts of cryptographic cash can include: 

• Security dangers 

• Breakdown worries in cryptographic money frameworks 

• Influence on truly money related frameworks 

• Gold cultivating chances 

• Variance in virtual money esteem 

• Tax evasion 

•  Obscure personality chances 

•  Bootleg market for digital money 

 

INDIAN LAWS GOVERNING CRYPTOCURRENCY 

Although bitcoin exchanges are legal in India but are subject to government oversight, making 

it difficult to operate, they are not recognised as legal cash. The Income Tax Department, which 

oversees taxes in our nation, states that anybody who generates money using cryptocurrencies 

is subject to taxation for it, making them capital gains, even if it is still impossible to determine 

cryptocurrency's tax position. 

The following is a list of the many laws that govern cryptocurrencies in India: 

Regulation of Securities Contracts Act of 1956 

Those cryptocurrencies that come under the purview of securities are subject to regulation 

under the Securities Contract (Regulation) Act of 1956. 

Companies Act, 2013 
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When a cryptocurrency is in the form of a token, the Reserve Bank of India's laws must be 

adhered to together with the Companies Act, 2013, which was passed in 2013. The Companies 

(Acceptance of Deposits) Rule, 2014, which specifies when money is received by a business 

in the form of a deposit, loan, or in any other manner is another tool that helps the Companies 

Act's application. 

The Payment and Settlement Systems Act of 2007 

The PSSA governs cryptocurrencies' payment tokens. Since just the term "payment" is used, 

not "currency, legal tender, or money," it seems that nothing in this act is intended "to exclude 

virtual currency." This implies that the establishment of a payment system for the operation of 

bitcoin activities would necessitate the issuer's requirement for an RBI authorization under the 

PSSA and adherence to KYC standards. An everyday illustration of this is Paytm, a popular 

payment method in India. 

The Prevention of Money Laundering Act of 2002 

The usage of cryptocurrencies is controlled under this statute. The statutory penalties for 

breaking this law are up to 10 years in jail for money laundering offences. Due to the fact that 

these trading platforms for crypto assets are self-regulatory in nature and adhere to the KYC 

standards, it is still unclear if this legislation would apply to wallet operators or third-party 

bitcoin services. 

Following these incidents, enterprises powered by cryptocurrencies fell by the wayside until 

2017. Additionally, the RBI issued a circular (dated 06 April 2018) that largely prohibited the 

use of cryptocurrencies in India. It provided these firms a three-month opportunity to rectify 

the mess before ordering all RBI-regulated entities to stop doing any cryptocurrency trading. 

On the other hand, it appears that the current administration has chosen to ignore the issue of 

defining the "legality of cryptocurrency" and appears to support the idea of "pre-paid" 

instruments. But the government established a committee (in response to Late Shri Arun 

Jaitley's 2018 budget address) that included a representative from the RBI and sought to reflect 

on issues like: 
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1. The position of cryptocurrencies on a national and international level. 

2. The legal context for cryptocurrencies. 

3. Elements that should be included to stop money laundering. 

 

The inclusion of anonymity within the purview of cryptocurrencies is likely what prompted 

RBI to impose a general ban on them in India. Decentralization and anonymity have the 

potential to encourage serious business operations like money laundering and jeopardise 

consumer protection. Therefore, the RBI appears to have a blatant mistrust of cryptocurrencies 

in that aspect. In order to get the government to clarify its position on cryptocurrencies, several 

parties involved in this dispute sought the assistance of the courts and filed several petitions 

with the Supreme Court of India. 

 

FROM ILLEGALISING TO TAXING DIGITAL ASSETS 

“Income from digital property will be taxed at 30%, stated Union Finance Minister Nirmala 

Sitharaman whilst supplying the Budget for FY23 in parliament on February 1”2. One 

percentage TDS (tax deducted at source) might be deducted on those investments. The experts, 

however, delivered that the tax regime approach the authorities has legalised cryptocurrency 

as an asset. 

 

The authorities have introduced long-pending clarifications on cryptocurrencies, addressing 

issues inclusive of components referring to their popularity, security, and taxation. "Clarity on 

earnings tax is a large fantastic step for the crypto industry. This additionally gets rid of any 

worry humans had approximately coming near near ban. We now recognize that the authorities 

is actually inching toward rules on this sector," stated Nischal Shetty, founding father of crypto 

change platform WazirX. The advent of a tax coverage framework for income from 

cryptocurrency become one of the principal issues, given the paradox over the popularity of 

the virtual foreign money and associated transactions. Sathvik Vishwanath, co-founder and 

CEO of crypto organization Unocoin, stated, "The statement has introduced plenty of 

readability on taxation, there can be no extra confusion on the way to tax the profits from 

crypto. We suppose this tax can be relevant to each buying and selling clients and exchanges 

                                                             
2 The challenge of fiscal discipline in the Indian states, Fiscal Decentralization and the Challenge of Hard 

Budget Constraints (2022-23). 
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incomes from cryptocurrencies. However, the 1% TDS may also effect buying and selling 

volumes in India as many people do day buying and selling as well. A 1% TDS for each 

transaction can be extra for such trades and as a result can also additionally effect volumes," 

he added. However, he stated that hopefully the authorities will deal with cryptocurrency as an 

asset so that "it falls below the ambit of long-time period or short-time period capital gains. 

But as of now there appears to be a unmarried tax rate. 

Players like Meta Space, Zeb Pay, and others accept that this progression legitimizes digital 

money. Nonetheless, given the money secretary's explanation that India won't make crypto 

resources lawful delicate, others accept that it is ideal to sit tight and watch for now. 

"The public authority is by all accounts drawing nearer the crypto space with an exhaustive 

agreement, while remembering the P2P idea of crypto," thinks Roshan Alam, Cofounder and 

CEO at GoSats. “While we anxiously sit tight for the crypto charge, we anticipate positive and 

well thought guidelines going on, which are unequivocally required for customer assurance”3 

UPI and Aadhar are earth shattering and world-renowned money and administration drives. 

We need something very similar from India's cryptographic guidelines, "he proceeds. 

 Another player, Vikram Tanna, COO and Mzaalo, concurs that it is smarter to delay until the 

rollout starts. Kept away from digital currency boycotts. We anticipate greater clearness in 

regards to the execution of these actions throughout the following not many days, "he 

remarked. 

 Up until this point, just El Salvador has presented Bitcoin as government issued money. This 

choice likewise incorporates the extra course of recording a crypto-based business expense 

form. Which infers that there will be more work for these organizations. The crypto trade 

administrators in India are looking for more opportunity to prepare for this. 

 According to one such player Vikram Subburaj, CEO, Giottus Crypto Exchange, "We 

anticipate the subtleties on what is an available occasion and what is the limit for 1% TDS 

derivation. We in all actuality do trust that the public authority will give the trades and different 

organizations a specific time-frame to empower the tech behind TDS derivation and 

accounting. Counterbalancing and convey sending misfortunes have functioned admirably in 

different nations however we are glad to see that thought is being given to all such occasions. 

                                                             
3 Immaculate Dadiso Motsi-Omoijiade, Current cryptocurrency regulation, Cryptocurrency Regulation 30–60 

(2022).  
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Digital belongings at the moment are withinside the maximum tax band. Furthermore, the bulk 

of stakeholders are in settlement approximately the truth that a 30 in keeping with cent tax 

charge is excessive. Tax experts reckon that people ought to turn out to be paying extra than 

30 in keeping with cent in their crypto income in tax and different charges. “If you made a 

income of one hundred rupees, then which includes the 30 in keeping with cent tax bracket, 

plus surcharge and cess, the entire tax outgo may be round forty two rupees,” explains Amit 

Maheshwari, Partner at AKM Global, a tax and consulting company to Reuters. NFTs or non-

fungible tokens are becoming more and more popular and growing exponentially. Chain lysis, 

a blockchain data company, predicts that the NFT market will be valued at $ 41 billion by the 

end of 2021. Many celebrities have also adopted this technology and launched their own NFTs 

worth millions to billions of dollars. This means that virtual experiences purchased with all 

types of NFTs or Metaverses are taxable, as NFTs are grouped together with crypto as virtual 

assets of the same class. However, NFTs around the world will continue to be classified as tax-

exempt assets. But not in India, not anymore. “Keyur Patel, Cofounder and Chairman of 

Guardian Link and BeyondLife.Club says that the government should allow the industries like 

gaming, Interactive Immersive museums and other edutainment NFT frameworks to succeed 

without having to shoulder a tax burden.”4 He says that these asset classes being treated 

differently creates a one-sided tax implication versus defining cryptos as a “Traceable Asset 

and NFTs or Gaming Virtual Goods as Entertainment / Collectible Assets. Like Digital Music 

or Digital Art.”5 It is version 1.0 of the framework. We understand that regulation is needed to 

control other elements of cryptography. NFTs are in the early stages and such taxation will 

eventually have to adapt to the growth of the evolving ecosystem. Since the NFT is still 

classified as a tax-exempt asset worldwide, Patel recommends that future changes by the 

government take into account the significant differences between crypto and NFT tokens. 

Further commenting on how the NFT space is affected by taxation, Patel said: Also, sales above 

a certain threshold of 1% should trigger tax withholding. “This implies huge friction initially 

until the user base understands that all asset classed must be taxed for holistic economic growth. 

Initially, this will create a major roadblock for the investor community.”6 The new tax 

proposition will take effect from 1st April 2023, for the assessment year 2023-24. On the 

                                                             
4 Immaculate Dadiso Motsi-Omoijiade, Current cryptocurrency regulation, Cryptocurrency Regulation 30–60 

(2022). 
5 Immaculate Dadiso Motsi-Omoijiade, Current cryptocurrency regulation, Cryptocurrency Regulation 30–60 

(2022). 
6 Immaculate Dadiso Motsi-Omoijiade, Current cryptocurrency regulation, Cryptocurrency Regulation 30–60 

(2022). 
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whole, the government`s stance on cryptos is now being perceived optimistically, with many 

forecasting that this decision will usher in more innovations and spur India`s economic and 

digital growth. However, given the nascent stage of this industry in India, the players are of the 

opinion that the centre should take a relook at its proposed tax structure for this industry and 

should reconsider its implementation as well. 

 

WHAT IS THE CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET’S LIKELY FUTURE? 

 

It may be concluded from a SWOT analysis of cryptocurrencies that they have a secure future 

in the global market. But first, it must prevail in a legal and financial conflict. It is also crucial 

to keep in mind if different nations and their governments will still oppose cryptocurrencies as 

a global asset since they operate outside of their control or will instead welcome their benefits. 

Cryptocurrencies are currently dealing with a number of difficulties; therefore, it will take some 

time for them to become as well-known as necessary in the E-Business and E-Commerce 

industry. lack of knowledge. The difficulties that are only escalating the drawbacks of 

cryptocurrencies include having nowhere to turn for complaints or inquiries. 

Even while Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are gaining more and more attention and 

investors, they have not yet been successful as currencies. However, they may unquestionably 

be used for short-term investments. Therefore, if we base our decisions only on the facts, 

"Bitcoin is a possible investment-worthy crypto-commodity, which promises exceptionally 

high profits in the future with a chance of large hazards." 

 

CONCLUSION 

Cryptocurrency brought not only advantages to the businesses but also it created a set of new                                

risks to the governments and even to the end users. These problems include cyber security risk,                                

tax evasion, promotion of illegal activities and financial support for terrorism. The authorities 

have made their attempts to amend current law with the hope to create a better environment to 

either adapt or prevent the misusing of cryptocurrency. Successful or not, it is always a trade-

off between safety and efficiency, and it is not hard to see that current legal systems still 

struggle to shape themselves in this trend of technology. Making law without considering all 

aspects of the problem can lead to a partial or even detrimental regulation. Thus, investment 
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on researches in the different angles of virtual currency could help lawmakers to establish more 

reliable laws. BITCRIME project or Crypto Valley Association are formed with this purpose.  

The phenomenon of cryptocurrency, since its first introduction, has caught the attention only                          

recently but created a huge impact on different aspects and fields. We are looking forward 

Cryptocurrency offered advantages to businesses as well as a number of new risks for 

governments and even for consumer users. These concerns include the risk to digital security, 

tax evasion, the expansion of illicit enterprises, and financial support for unlawful activities. In 

an effort to create a better environment to either mitigate or prevent cryptocurrency abuse, 

experts have undertaken efforts to amend present regulations. Effective or not, it usually 

involves making a trade-off between wellbeing and production, and it is obvious that enduring 

broad sets of regulations actively struggle to take on this innovative pattern. Making regulations 

without taking into account all aspects of the problem may result in partial or even undesirable 

regulations. In this way, speculation about research into various aspects of virtual currency 

might help lawmakers create more trustworthy legislation. 

Since its most memorable introduction, the novelty of cryptocurrencies has caught people's 

attention, but it has also had a significant impact on many different disciplines and opinions. 

We look forward to seeing how the legislation evolves, not just to prevent the gamble but also 

to use this amazing innovation as a priceless resource to create a better future. 
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